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Проверка уровня подготовленности обучающихся по программе углубленного
изучения английского языка авторов О.В. Афанасьевой, И.В. Михеевой и др.
(итоговые тесты)
5 класс
Чтение
The Story of Mr Frank Davis
When I was a little boy I had so many hobbies. First, I think, I was a great collector of
different things. I collected stamps, coins, badges, small books, pictures, pencils and what not. I
did try to have thematic collections. I had large collections and was always proud of them.
When I was older, at the age of twelve, I think, I became fond of sports. I spent a lot of
time outdoors. I was playing different sports games in the yard. In summer I swam a lot and
became a school champion. In the 5th form I became a theatre-goer and spent all my free time in
the theatre and sometimes I also went to the cinema.
When I was finishing school my parents bought me a computer. So I forgot about going
to the theatre, to the cinema or visiting museums. Working with computers became my hobby.
However soon I became tired of this hobby too, and decided to change it. I tried to paint pictures
in my free time but I wasn't very good. I tried dancing and acting but soon I realized I could
never be a success on the stage.
Then one day I had an idea to write a story about my dog. The story was rather short. It
was not very clever or very interesting but it was my story and I liked it very much. This is how I
began to write stories about birds and animals. My little daughter liked to listen to them before
she went to bed. She said that she was fond of my new hobby.
Now it's difficult to say if it is my hobby or not as it is my work now. I like this work and
I have already written five books for children.
True, false or not stated.
1. Mr Davis had only one hobby when he was a little boy.
2. He collected many different things.
3. The theme of his collection was sports.
4. Mr Davis was a school champion in swimming.
5. In the 5th form he went to the theatre and cinema.
6. After finishing school Mr Davis was fond of visiting museums.
7. He also tried painting pictures, dancing and acting.
8. Mr Davis wrote 20 stories about birds and animals.
9. His little son is fond of his stories.
10. Mr Frank Davis is a children’s writer.
Лексика
Fill in the missing words: king, discovered, rains, squares, clothes, cartoons, Earth, breakfast,
arrived, Sunday.
1. It often … in autumn in Moscow. 2. Each season brings different weather and different … . 3.
How many oceans are there on the … ? 4. When do you usually have breakfast? 5. In Russia
Monday is the first day of the week, in Great Britain it is … . 6. There are two … in our town. 7.
Henry the VIII was the … of England in the 16th century. 8. My friends haven’t … to the railway
station yet. 9. My little sister is fond of watching cartoons. Discovered Christopher Columbus …
America in 1492. states
Грамматика
Make the right choice.
1. It was cold and rainy (on, in) Tuesday. 2. I have got an exercise-book, (haven’t I, don’t I)? 3.
We haven’t (saw, seen) the tower of London yet. 4. My mother has already (washed, washing)
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the floors. 5. It (take, takes) me 10 minutes to get to school. 6. My mother (is cooking, cooks)
soup in the kitchen now. 7. Caroline (meet, met) her friends at the station yesterday. 8. We (shall
go, went) to the cinema next week. 9. (Did, Have) you ever (be, been) to London? 10. My father
(reads, is reading) newspapers every day.
Ключи
Чтение. 1. True. He had many hobbies. 2. True. He was a great collector of different things. 3.
False. He did try to have thematic collections. 4. True. In summer he swam a lot and became a
school champion. 5. True. In the 5th form he became a theatre-goer and spent all my free time in
the theatre and sometimes he also went to the cinema. 6. False. When he was finishing school his
parents bought him a computer. So he forgot about going to the theatre, to the cinema or visiting
museums. 7. True. 8. Don’t know. 9. False. His little daughter liked to listen to them before she
went to bed. 10. True. He has already written five books for children.
Лексика. 1. rains 2. clothes 3. Earth 4. breakfast 5. Sunday 6. squares 7. king 8. arrived
9.cartoons 10. discovered
Грамматика. 1. on 2. haven’t I 3. seen 4. washed 5. takes 6. is cooking 7. met 8. shall go 9.
Have, been 10. reads
6 класс
Чтение
The First Mobile
On April 3, 1972, a man came out of the Hilton hotel in Manhattan and started walking
down the street. He stopped, raised his hand with a strange object in it, put it to his ear and
started to talk into it. This was the beginning of mobile phone history, more than 30 years ago.
That man was Motorola's project manager, Martin Cooper, who was celebrating his 34th birthday
that day. The strange object was the first mobile phone, which was nicknamed "the shoe"
because of its unusual shape.
Mr. Cooper had gone to New York to introduce the new phone. The first call he made
was to his rival, Joe Engel at AT&T's research centre. Engel was responsible for the
development of the radiophones for cars. "I called him and said that I was talking on a real
mobile phone that I was holding in my hand," said Cooper. "I don't remember what he said in
reply, but I'm sure he wasn't happy."
The quality of the call was very good, because although New York had only one base
station at that time, it was being used by only one user – Martin Cooper.
Answer the questions.
1. When did a man came out of the Hilton hotel in Manhattan?
2. What did he have in his hand?
3. How old was the man?
4. Why was the first mobile phone nicknamed “the shoe”?
5. Why wasn’t Joe Engel happy when he got a telephone call?
Лексика
Fill in the missing words: power, elect, rises, blood, foreign, sets, while, diet, climb, paid,
industrial.
1. The sun … in the east and … in the west. 2. … Ann was drawing a picture, Fred was writing a
letter. 3. He speaks two … languages. 4. Monkeys can … well. 5. There are big … cities in the
centre of England. 6. Does the Queen have real … in the UK? 7. People in Britain … the
members of the parliament every 5 years. 8. The nurse takes my … pressure two times a day. 9.
The doctor told me to keep to a … . 10. I … 2 pounds for that book.
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Грамматика
Make the right choice.
1. What is the (long, length) of the corridor? 2. They were (played, playing) football when their
mother came. 3. She gave me her phone number and I gave her (mine, my). 4. I like (neither,
either) apples (or, nor) oranges. 5. The table (is made, made) of wood. 6. Don’t drink that milk.
Take this fresh (one, ones). 7. He (will see, see) Trafalgar Square when he (will go, goes) to
London. 8. We looked at (ourselves, themselves) in the mirror. 9. The poppies smell (such, so)
strange. 10. Where (are, is) the money?
Ключи
Чтение. 1. On April 3, 1972, a man came out of the Hilton hotel in Manhattan. 2. He had a
strange object in his hand. 3. He was celebrating his 34 th birthday that day. 4. It was nicknamed
"the shoe" because of its unusual shape. 5. Because he was responsible for the development of
the radiophones for cars.
Лексика. 1. rises, sets 2. while 3. foreign 4. climb 5. industrial 6. power 7. elect 8. blood 9. diet
10. paid
Грамматика. 1. length 2. playing 3. mine 4. neither, nor 5. is made 6. one 7. will see, goes 8.
ourselves 9. so 10. is
7 класс
Чтение
Stamp Collecting
Stamp collecting, or philately, has been a hobby of millions of people all over the world
for about 100 years. Stamp collecting can be a very educational hobby. Every picture on a stamp
was selected for some particular reason. Each can give you some information about the country
from which it came.
The most valuable stamps, of course, are the rare ones. Usually they are connected with
some events. For example, in certain United States post offices in 1847 there was a shortage of
five-cent stamps. The postmasters just cut ten-cent stamps in half, each part paying five cents
postage. Today these halves cost several hundred dollars each.
Mistakes occur in printing stamps, and such mistakes make the stamp even more
valuable. In 1918, the first United States airmail stamps went on sale. Each of them cost 24
cents. In a certain post office the clerk sold them at the regular price. What he did not notice was
that on some of them the airplane was printed upside down. Later, each of those stamps cost
2,000 dollars!
Answer the questions.
1. What is another name for stamp collecting?
2. For how long has stamp collecting been a hobby of millions of people?
3. What information can a stamp give you?
4. What stamps are the most valuable now?
5. Why did the postmasters cut ten-cent stamps in half in 1847?
6. What makes stamps more valuable?
7. Why do some of the first US airmail stamps cost 2,000 dollars?
Лексика
Complete the sentences using the following words: smart, mixture, reasons, twins, teenager,
judge, spoiled, chain, ruined, scenery.
1. There are several … why we can’t do that. 2. A boy or a girl between the ages of 13 and 19 is
a … . 3. Two people born to one mother at the same time are … . 4. The cook … the soup as he
had put a lot of salt in. 5. After the war many towns and villages were … . 6. Alice’s dress was
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… we all admired it. 7. Wales is famous for its beautiful … : mountains, valleys and castles. 8.
What mountain … separates Europe from Asia? 9. This tea is a … of three different sorts. 10. I
think Mary speaks good French, but I don’t speak any French myself, so I can’t really … .
Грамматика
Choose the right word to complete the sentences.
1. Scotland is famous for (its, it’s) beauty. 2. Paris is the capital of France, (its, it’s) situated on
the river Seine. 3. The news is (such, so) exciting. 4. I want (he, him) to come back at 10. 5. The
policeman made the thief (return, to return) the thing he had stolen. 6. Most of teenagers are not
allowed (act, to act) as they like. 7. We did not notice (they, them) come back. 8. Mother
watched the children (playing, played). 9. The children asked what cities in the USA we (saw,
had seen). 10. The car costs 5 (thousands, thousand) dollars.
Ключи
Чтение. 1. It is also called philately. 2. For about 100 years. 3. It can give you information about
the country from which it came. 4. The rare ones. 5. Because in 1847 there was a shortage of
five-cent stamps in certain US post offices. 6. Mistakes in printing. 7. Because the airplane on
them was printed upside down.
Лексика. 1. scenery 2. teenager 3. twins 4. spoiled 5. ruined 6. smart 7. scenery 8. chain 9.
mixture 10. judge
Грамматика. 1. its 2. it’s 3. so 4. him 5.return 6. to act 7. them 8. playing 9. had seen 10.
thousand

